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1. The cia'mar.t's appeal is allowed. The decision
Birkenhead disability appeal tribunal dated 4 July 1994 is

~ s i" -oint of law, for the reasons given below, and I set
erroneo s in poin oi

~d . The aoceal is referred to a differently const tu e
it as'. .e appea d with
di abili acoeal tribunal for determination in accordance

th directions given in paragraphs 18 to 23 belo !s l~y

So~rity Ad.-..'nistrat'on A"t 1992, sections 23 (7, (b) and 34 (4) i-

2. The c'aimant was born on 14 March 1967. She has been

profoundly deaf since birth. She has not learned sign language.

as—awa- de'd the lower rate of the mobility componenent of
.e w f the care

disabilit living allowance (DLA) and the middle rate of the ca

component from 6 April 1992 to 25 March 1994. On 8 Octobes er 1993

she made a rer.ewal claim for DLA.

3. En conne cion with that cia'm she was examined by a-.

exa~ining medical p actitione (EMP) on ] 3 December 1993. The

statement o'linical f'd'ngs was as follows:

was unable to take a h'to- g f rom the claimant . Sne has

a severe hea ing loss which»s been present since birth.
She has high pover hearing a-'4 with minimal clear

speec?.'44
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her and escorting her to and from toilet because of fear of
falling downstairs.

She attended special school for the deaf. She has never
worked. She can write a little but never reads.

Her mother told me that she can never be left on her own

at home but I could not identify any reason for this apart
from the hearing loss. This probably makes her feel
insecure.

She seems bad-tempered . through -frustration. No h'o
of violence." t 1

In the section on mobility the EM~ recorded that the c2 ima
t'earingloss seemed to have put her at risk from traffi d h

an episode of dizziness seemed to occur at least once on most
days, but also recorded that she needed no guidance or
supervision whilst walking out of-doors on an unfamiliar route.
In the section on care, the EMP mentioned mainly (apart from
things with which the claimant needed no help) the night
incontinence, her confusion when woken by her mother and the fact
that the bathroom door was opposite the top of the stairs. E.e
recorded the opinion that the claimant was fully mentally
capable.

4. The papers were referred to a doctor of the Benefits Agency
Medical Service (BAMS) for advice. The advice, dated 10 January
1994, was as follows:

"The EMP report shows that this young woman is fully
mentally competent and capable of ma~ aging her own

persona'ygiene

and tasks in the kitchen. Although she has some
difficulty with speech and sign communication she is able
to write and should be able to make herself understood in
writing, both indoors and out. When walking out of doors
she is well aware of traffic danger and knows to take due
care to avoid traffic hazard.

I note the stated need for an escort to the toilet 2 — 3
times per night to avoid bed wetting. Restriction of fluid
intake in the evening would reduce the need to empty the
bladder during th night hours. If she were to go to the
toilet immeciately before s«tling to sleep she probably
would not have to go again before morning.

Sleepwalking is also reported. This does not usually pose
a risk. A protec- ive gate at the top of the stairs would
eliminate the perceived danger of falls
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"Care component
[The claimant] requires continual supervision throughout

the day in order to avoid substantial danger to herself.
She is profoundly deaf, she gets easily distracted and has

frequent temper tantrums. lt is unsafe for her to be left
alone as she has left gas taps on and water running. She is
unable to prepare a main meal without supervision.

[The claimant] also requires prolonged and repeated
attention during the night./'he suffers from night time
bladder incontinence and requires to be woken two to three
times every night to be taken to the tqilet. Some nights
there are unavoidable bed wetting incidents which require
a change of bed clothes.

[The claimant] also requires another person to be awake at
frequent intervals to watch over her to avoid substantial
danger. She sleep walks every night and is in danger of
falling down the stairs.

Mobilitv
[The claimant] is unable to follow an unfamiliar route
without supervision. Due to her deafness she has little
speech and also has poor literacy skills. She has very poor
road sense and is at severe risk crossing roads."

6. The adjudication officer's decision on review was not to
revise the adverse decision. Wirral WBAU appealed on the
claimant's behalf. .he claimant attended the hearing on 4 July
1994, where she was represented by'Mr Atkinson of Wirral WBAU.

The claimant's sister also attended and gave evidence about her
propensity to fall without warning, perhaps three times a week

and normally out of doors, and about her lack of fear of traffic.
In addition to the points raised in the application for review,
Mr Atkinson relied on the decision of the House of Lords in
Mallinson v Secretary of State for Social Services in relation
to the care component and submitted'that help with communication
amounted to attention with her bodily functions.

7. The appeal tribunal disallowed the appeal. Its findings of
fact were as follows:

" [The claimant] demonstrates some disturbed behaviou as a
result of her disability, but there is no evidence at all
t. a s.. s ...e..-a ly xmpaxred.th i 4o i v n+ ll
Apart from her deafness, she has no physical disability."

Its reasons for decision were as';follows

~~Mobilitv — [The claimant]:- has demonstrated a

consistent unwillingness to learn rather tha>

sister has said that she id
afte her traffic accident. 'Xhere



to prevent her taking greater care when she goes out,
and she is now quite old enough to do so. Her claim
for the lower rate mobility component was accordingly
disallowed, under the provisions of section 73 of the
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992.
This conclusion was broadly reinforced by the findings
of the doctor when he examined her on 13.12.93.
Care — Much the same considerations held good for this
claim also. She should for example be able to cook
adequately because her disability does not prevent her from
doing so. She is quite old enough to appreciate any risks
involved and mentally competent to do so. It cannot be
accepted that it is necessary for another person to look
after her at night. Again, she is quite able to look after
herself, as attested again by her examining doctor. No

entitlement under section 72 of the Act."

8. The claimant was granted leave to appeal from that decision
by the appeal tribunal chairman. The application on her behalf
for an oral hearing of the appeal was granted. At the oral
hearing the claimant was represented by Mr Joe Collins of Wirral
EAU and the adjudication officer was represented by Mr Hugh

James of the Office of the Solicitor to the Department of Social
Security. I am grateful to both representatives for their
assistance.

9. I deal first with one preliminary matter. The adjudication
officer, in the written submission dated 30 July 1995, requested
that the Commissioner' decision in the present case should be
deferred until either leave to appeal to the House of Lords from
the Court of Appeal's decision in Secretarv of State for Social
Securitv v Fairev (15 June 1995) was refused or the House of
Lords had given its decision. Fairev concerned the question of
what amounts to attention in connection with a bodily function
for someone who is profoundly deaf, and in particular whether
attention required to enable a claimant to carry out a reasonable
level of social activity is included. Mr James renewed that
request at the oral hearing and told me that leave to appeal to
the House of Lords in Fairev had been granted in November 1995,
but tha the appeal was not expected to be heard before September
1996. I have concluded that I should not defer making my

decision. It is not disputed that the appeal tribunal's decision
has to be set aside because of e=rors on issues to which Fairev
is irrelevant and tha" a rehearing by a new appeal tribunal is
necessary. The po-'nts at issue in the present case are rather
diffe ent from those which seem likely to be raised in Fairev.
There is no reason to delay the process of referral to a new
appeal tribunal.

10. I can deal fairly briefly;-with the main points on which
find that the appeal tribunal",':-;:,«ll into error. Some fu the-
points of detail are dealt wit» i the directions to
appeal tribunal. Since the adjudicat'on officer's submission
dated 30 July 1995 quotes - extensively from the relevant
legislation and decisions, I nee, not repeat those quotations



.. here.
First, the issue « whether", by reason of her deafness and

the need for assistance ,wit}i'; communication, the claimant

reasonably required frequent. at*tention in connection with her

bodily functions was specificall'y'ut to the appeal tribunal by

the claimant's representative.',.The appeal tribunal failed to deal
with the issue at all. That. is-an error of law .(R(I) -18/61). The
adjudication officer was wrong';,-:in,paragraphs'"24 and 39 of,-„:.the
submission of 3O July 1995 to say~'that there was no evidence of
any day-time attention needs and'~ghat Mai].inson was'rrelevant
to the present case. Mr James agreed th~ the appeal tribunal
should have made findings of fact on what needs for attention in
connection with the bodily functions of hearing and speaking were
reasonably required by the claimant.

12. Second, the appeal tribunal's findings on the extent of the
claimant's disability were confused and left the claimant in
doubt why she failed to satisfy the appeal tribunal. This point
concerns the statement in the reasons for decision that the
claimant had demonstrated a consistent unwillingness to learn
rather than a specific disability. Mr Collins argued that that
finding was perverse, in that there was no evidence to support
it. Mr James disagreed, saying that there was evidence, in the
EMP' statement that the claimant was fully mentally competent,
on which the appeal tribunal was entitled to rely. I do not need
to resolve that particular difference, because I am satisfied
that there is an unexplained :inconsistency in the appeal
tribunal's approach. In its reasons ?or decision it suggests that
it is not the claimant's disability which gives rise to any needs

or limitations on her relevant abilities. That suggests that the
appeal tribunal considered the disability to be simply deafness.
In its findings of fact, the appeal tribunal found that the
claimant demonstrated some disturbed behaviour as the result of
her disability, although she was not mentally impaired. However,

if disturbed behaviour results from a disablement such as l

deafness, there seems no reason on the face of it why needs ~

stemming from that behaviour should not also be regarded as
resulting from disablement. At the least, this was a matter on

which the appeal tribunal was required to spell out its views in
greater detail and with more clarity. I also have considerable
doubt whether the specific point about unwillingness to learn as
opposed to a disability had been raised in the course of the
hearing before the appeal tribunal. If not, it was a breach of
the principles of natural justice for the appeal tribunal to rely
on the point in its decision without having given the claimant
and her representative an opportunity to answer the point
possibly to seek further evidence (applying the principle stated ',

by Lord Denning MR in R v: Deautv Industrial In>ur~«
Commissioner, ex oarte Howarth appendix to R(1) x4/68, mentioned
in R(I) 2/91).

v>>ous . p rag aph..-,~.the, app a1 .. .„
13. Third, in view of the pre.,- ~ -:i ht ti~. ~'te=tiei ~'=":-':.-'.=-';-'--".~
t ibunal's conclusion on the need':.:-'-.=-->= +o Nay.,."that,-"--XC:=-:wae~,,eec,-:=-',::,---'.:-:;.„';:~-',-~~

also f lawed. It was not enough .s....~P~~-<~-.gee-"~gaQ'jgiigC,'-'-,'St;ChiQ&~~-'"i='::-
'ecessaryfor another person to la<~> — ~-:.':;..=:-"-<-"=:-".,':.-''',=.'"-::-"-:-'::—-':= ='-;=.-,-:,"'=.„'-.:"-':-".+~j,:,*"-i""'-'-.-'~k
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The appeal tribunal appeared to accept that the claimant's mother
woke her up twice a night to take her to the toilet. That
Prima facie rePeated attention in connection with bodily i

functions, so as to satisfy section 72(1) (c) (i) of the Sociaj.
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992. There was also a
question of whether that attention was needed as a consequence
of a physical or mental disablement. That question was addressed

'nthe submissions made to the appeal tribunal on the claimantbehalf. The appeal tribunal did not explain why those submissions
were rejected.

If 1

14. Fourth, for much the same reason the appeal t 'b
conclusion on the lower rate of care component and c

k'lsoundermined. If one result of-,the physical disablement
deafness was an impairment of concentration or a liability
wander off, there seems no reason'hy that inability should not 'lI

form part of the physical or mental disablement to be taken into
account under section 72 (1) (a) (ii) of the Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992. If that inability prevented
the claimant from carrying out the whole of the sequence of tasks
necessary to preparing and cooking a main meal for herself, the
conditions in section 72 (1) (a).(ii) would be met. The appeal
tribunal did not adequately explain why it rejected that
conclusion.

15. Fifth, the appeal tribunal did.not make findings of fact
relating to the risk of falling and any need for supervision to
avoid danger to herself. The propensity to fall had been
specifically raised in the submissions made to the appeal
tribunal and needed to be dealt with.

16. Sixth, the confusion about the results of the claimant's
disability, identified in paragraph 12 above, affects the appeal
tribunal's conclusion that the claimant did not qualify for the
lower rate of the mobility component on the basis of requiring
guidance or supervision to take advantage of the faculty of
walking. It was not clear whether her lack of traffic sense was
a result of her disablement. Nor did the appeal tribunal deal
with the submission about the need for supervision out of doors
because of the claimant's propensity to fall.
17. I do not need to say anything more about other points raised
by the parties, for instance about whether there should have been
findings of fact about the sleep-,walking or whether, within
approacn in paragraphs 15 and 16 o~ Commissioner' decision
CM/20/1994, there had been a sufficient explanation of why the
outcome of the renewal claim was different from that of the
earlier claim on which an +wa>d had been made. The appeal
tribunal's decision dated 4 Ju>yy. >94 must be set as aside as
erroneous in point of law-";='-;-'.;Tp~ aPPeal is referred to a
differently constituted "disapi ty appeal tribunal for
determination in accordance wi~th:.the following directions.

Directions to the new aaoeal~t i~ibiins l
18. There must be a complete reh~cM»g on the eviQerce presentec
and submissions made to the new~s~'-":'-sl t-ibural. In ~~~~~g to and
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ribunal must take into
, ~ecord~g pits;''„dec$ sion "'th''".;ne'v"--'.-'appeal
'" account': the'::-po'~tii':-.-':mii~~a)xive..'-..'„:,The"- assessment o

wi3.'l;be '-entirely.:,:,a'~'t't'er:,;:-".for'.=.'the,-'members of t e n« pp

.tribunal. There,:are'."'',tiio,,''legij--';yoints-'on which I need to give more

speci fic directioris':.-g++~-.;::.„.;::.-',,".";~;=-,-',;::-;;.::::-'.:.:-:;=':;=:'.

19. The first isis';ielation"',to the'care component and attention
in connection with. bodily.=.fiiiict<ans-..The new appeal tribunal must

proceed on the basis-;-:-.,ti t--"-:hemi 9-'and sp aking are bodily
functions. In Fairev, at'age 18'og '.the transcript, Glidewell LJ
(with whom Swinton Thomas LJ, but.not Hobh'ouse LJ, agreed) said:

»Mr Beloff, fcr the Secretary of State, accepts that the
ecision in Mallinson establishes that attention which

enables a deaf person to understand what she would
understand for herself if she could hear is attention in
connection with the bodily function of hearing. I agree
that this concession is the logical and correct effect of
the decision of the majority in Mallinson.»

I consider that, by the same token, attention which enables
deaf person to communicate what she would say for herself if she

could hear and speak is attention in connection with the bodily
function of speaking. I direct the new appeal tribunal to apply
that approach, which was not in issue in the Court of Appeal in
Fairev. What was in issue was the question of whether attention
to enable the claimant to live a normal social life was to be

included as attention which was reasonably required. That
question does not appear to arise ir the present case, but if it
does arise on the rehearing before the new appeal tribunal, the
approach of the majority in Fairev must be followed. If, before
the new appeal tribunal makes its decision, the House of Lords
gives its decision in Fairev, that decision must be followed in
so far as it is inconsistent with anything else said in this
paragraph.

20. The second legal point concerns the lower rate of the
mobility component. The adjudication officer, in paragraphs 19
and 20 of the written submission dated 30 July 1995, relied on
Cocnmissioner's decision CDLA/757(1994 for the proposition that
cn@ervision claimed to avoid danger from falls or dizzy spells

',".'s'-'„-;::.:."., .':..~lO wlking out of doo s is not relevant to section 73 (1) (d)
the Social Security Contributions and Benef its Act 1992. In
~S- ~ph 12 of that decision the Commissioner did indeed say~re 4 person refuses, for fear of falling, to walk out of

unless someone is at hand to provide supervision, such.".~vision is too remote for section 73(1) (d) . Such supervision
iss !lot a pre-requxsite to the ~erson exercising the power of
walking; it is an additional advantage making the walking less
subject to risk. The person's chai. --i a ,er o :,P
not f 'y':-wished-to'=avoid-a'a-'-"Sit'uati++

a

where
necessity. The Commission<+ .g jl " '-.'-o'-j.d =' '-@-',-:

from=.. a ~g:,"-;cciu ' ~Ca.
ere suPervision to avoid danger+~ teerie..--- —- ~.„ . —.:.@gjPg~
-son both fo the middle rate of - --".."..=';;"g~@~':-„" =

tne lowe rate of mobility c~-" . ~~NO~Qjjjg;:
prepared to interpret «supervisio~

as to extend to the sorts of'-s-'""



respectfully disagree with that aPProach, which seems to

me to impose an ar i ito impose an artificial limitation on the ordinary meaning of

"supervision in i s conrvision" in its context in s«tion 73 (1) (d), rather than to
he

avoi'd an over-wide interpretation of t e word. In my view,

contrary to w a wast to what was said in paragraph 11 of CDLA/757/1994

supervision in su'on in such cases may r«tify the positj on of someone
11.

whose walking is interrupted by a fa. . By standing by to prov

assistance the supervisor may enable

continue walking or to return home safe]y.
unwillingness to walk out of doors on unfamj]iaz

such supervision be regarded necessari].y as purely a Q tt f

Preference. Everything will turn on the circumstances f

particular cases, but if the frequency of fa]ls
of danger or difficulty arising from a fall for the person

concernecerned is such that it is reasonable for the person not to
b

walk out of doors on unfamiliar routes without supervision y

another person I do not see why that should not be taken into

accoun uunt under section 73 (1) (d) . There may be difficult issues of
bl

]u ~ied~i ent about what degrees of risk render supervision reasona y

qu'ed or about when a limitation on the walking which a person'd
will undertake without supervision is such that it can be sai

that the person "cannot take advantage of" the faculty of

walking. But those issues are to be resolved by the good sense

of the adjudicating authorities. I take note of the point made

by tne Commissioner in CDLA/757/1994 that one condition, a

propensity to fall, might provide a-";qualification for both the

care component and the mobility .=:component. However, where

Parliament has laid down the conditions for the two components

without any express provision foi cualification for any level oz

one component to at feet qualification for the other component,

I do not think that . it is for the Commissioner to impose an

artificial limitation on the qualification for one component

rather than the other.

22. Although I disagree with some statements in CDLA/757/1994

I may be required to follow them, on the principles laid down in

R(I) 12/75. It is not entirely clear whether those statements are

consistent with what was said in my earlier decision in

CDLA/42/1994. I suspect not, but I need not pursue the po'nt

They are certainly inconsistent with what was sa'd by another

Commissioner in CDLA/52/1994 . N< ither decision was re erred to

in CDLA/757/1994 . In paragraph 6.of COLA/52/1994 the Commissioner

says tha t:
"a person who cannot; roasJnably be expected to venture

outs'de without supervisiC4 is a person who cannot tak
advantage of the faculty of.; walking outdoors without

supervision from another person most of tne time. As Mr

Latter [COunSel fOr the ad)ug<cation officer] submitted, i=

follows that, although':=-.;.serio> J?3(1)(d), unlike section

72(1)(b)(ii) in resoect=-.of . he <are component, conta'ns no

specific re erenc'f'c reference to the.;a 'ed 'to a.Io d substantial dancer

1f or others', sucJh~a aced is relevant because i-
reasonablenesJs>c t e cia mant maw ng use o f

i
hi f 1t f walking withut supe-vision.~
his facu ty o wa

:=1'
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,Where there is a difference in the opinions expresse in eq a y

authoritative Commissioners'ecisions I mustmust choose between

them. For the reasons given in the previous paragraph I do not

follow the approach set.out in (D~/757/1994 and prefer that set

out in CDLA/52/1994.

23 . According].y, Z direct the new appeal tribunal in the Presen

case not to apply the approach eet:out in paragraphs 11
of cDQ/757/1994, but to apply the approach set ou- in paragrap--s

and 22 above. I remind the new-.appeal tribunal of the need to
make findings of fact about the claimant's alleged propensity to
fall and how far any propensity results from a physical or mental

disablement and about the claimant's alleged lack of traffic
sense and how far that results: from a physical or mental

disablement .

(Signed) J Mesher
Commxssxoner

Date: '-y FEB 1998


